
OPTION COMPOUND TYPE SPEC DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PER RIDER

A SC1 SOFT STANDARD
It's the softest front compound developed for low outdoor temperatures

and medium-severe circuits: it maximises tread contact and the “presence”
of the front tyre. It was available in all 2016 rounds.

8

B SC1
DEVELOPMENT

SOFT
V0533

Development solution with a compound which is in between a SC1 and a

SC2. It made its debut at Lausitzring and was used also in Magny-Cours,
Jerez and Losail.

6

C SC2 MEDIUM STANDARD

SC2 standard solution in medium compound, the best for high

temperatures since it guarantees solidity in the tread. This is the solution
which more aggressive riders opt for, with a compact tread strip as well as
greater solidity, stability and precision when driving and entering curves. It
was available in all 2016 rounds.

6

I SCW INTERMEDIATE STANDARD

Intermediate solution between the dry tyre and DIABLO™ Rain. This tyre

has a pattern with a smaller number of grooves than the wet tyre and a
compound halfway between a slick and a wet solution which enables it to
work well in surface conditions which is still wet or in conditions of drying
asphalt with already dry lines.

2

R SCR WET STANDARD

Standard solution for rain with a grooved tread ideal in conditions of

heavy rain or on thoroughly wet surfaces. The compound used for this
product guarantees maximum performance in the wet both at cold
temperatures and at medium-hot temperatures.

7

5 TOTAL NUMBER OF FRONT TYRES PER RIDER: 29

A SC1
DEVELOPMENT

MEDIUM
U1149

Development solution in medium compound which was the reference

race tyre in 2016. It is the bigger size 190/60 (in comparison to the

standard 180/60). It offers a compund which is able to guarantee better

stability with very high asphalt temperatures.

8

B SC1
DEVELOPMENT

MEDIUM
V0966

Development solution in medium compound in the bigger size 190/60

(in comparison to the standard 180/60) and not available for test. It uses

the base structure of the U1149 but with a compound designed to improve
the thermal stability and precautions that should offer a better grip level and
higher stability.

6

I SCW INTERMEDIATE STANDARD

Intermediate solution between the dry tyre and DIABLO™ Rain. This tyre

has a pattern with a smaller number of grooves than the wet tyre and a
compound halfway between a slick and a wet solution which enables it to
work well in surface conditions which is still wet or in conditions of drying
asphalt with already dry lines.

2

R SCR WET STANDARD

Standard solution for rain with a grooved tread ideal in conditions of

heavy rain or on thoroughly wet surfaces. The compound used for this
product guarantees maximum traction in the wet both at cold temperatures
and at medium-hot temperatures.

7

4 TOTAL NUMBER OF REAR TYRES PER RIDER: 23
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